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Eternal Love

Poem by Harold Flammer
Music by B. Hastings Woodman

Voice
Andante
The years pass all too quickly in their flight; Too long we

Piano
linger by the flow-ery way, As you and I, and driving captive
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A Star-Rosary

Poem by Fred G. Bevans
Music by Reginald de Koven, Op. 296

Voice
Moderato appassionato
I kneel ed in

Piano
f sostenuto a rubato ten. roll + dim.
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My Lady

Poem by Harold Flammer
Music by C. Whitney Canaba

Voice
Con moto piano (C. A).
My lady is so

Piano

cello
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Patter of the Shoon

Poem by Joyce Chester
Music by Bryson Tannen

Voice
Faintly quickly
Years a way over

Piano
Leggers of water Sleeps a land of cherry bluss
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